2/14: GLOBAL DAY FOR MISSING AND MURDERED INDIGENOUS WOMEN
AND COMMUNITY ACCOUNTABILITY
To assert Indigenous feminisms, demand a move toward community-based solutions, and oppose all
harm against Indigenous women.

RESISTING EVE ENSLER, VDAY, AND COLONIAL FEMINISM
2/14, Valentine’s Day, is a long-established date for honoring and remembering missing and murdered Indigenous
women. Eve Ensler and her organizations, VDay and One Billion Rising, have attempted to silence and co-opt these
actions for years. Representatives, organizers, and endorsers of VDay, as well as Ensler herself, have regularly
demonstrated dehumanizing and violent treatment toward Black, Indigenous, and other women of color. This
date coincides with VDay’s collective action, the same day as the annual Memorial March for missing and
murdered Indigenous women in Vancouver, British Columbia. In 2013 a VDay event bulldozed the Memorial
March, which had been organized by Indigenous women in the area for decades before VDay’s formation. They
reportedly scheduled their event at the same time and in the same place as the Memorial March, and when
confronted by march organizers, essentially agreed to share the date and publicity on condition that the Memorial
March wear VDay shirts and perform VDay’s song and dance instead of the traditional ones they did every year.
Demanding that Indigenous women replace their traditional songs and dances with a white, corporate routine is
a demand that they erase their lives, communities, and identities as Indigenous women from their own work. This
demand does violence against them, their work, and their resistance. It is a common pattern of white feminist
organizations and individuals to demand that women of color subsume their needs, goals, and identities to an
assimilative, white-defined “All Women” agenda which considers the violence faced uniquely by women of color
to be beside the point, “divisive,” and “toxic.”
Save Wiyabi cofounder Lauren Chief Elk heard about this and tweeted her opinion about it, to which Ensler
responded to ask for a private phone call with Chief Elk about the matter. Chief Elk found her experience with
Ensler to be manipulative, dismissive, and reflective of white supremacist patterns. She posted an open letter to
Ensler about it on her Tumblr blog, which quickly spread worldwide as countless cisgender, transgender, twospirit, and other gender nonconforming Indigenous, Black, and other women of color identified with it and shared
their own experiences and critiques of racist and/or transphobic, exploitative, abusive treatment by Eve Ensler,
VDay affiliates or the VDay institution.
VDay and Ensler have tried various transparent methods to deflect, dismiss, and adapt to this criticism without
taking accountability for it. The investment in protecting the power and public image of VDay over the needs and
humanity of women of color is white supremacist feminism on its own. More so, the outpour of racist comments
and treatment from them and their affiliates or supporters continues, including an aggressive, racist rant from
actress and comedian Rosie O’Donnell on Twitter recently in their defense.
On 2/14, we assert that Eve Ensler, VDay and One Billion Rising represent white supremacist feminism that is
violent against Black women, Indigenous women, transgender, two-spirit, and gender non-conforming people and
other people of color, especially women of color. We uplift the lives, love, humanity, ingenuity, and work of these
women in our nation and worldwide. We decry the unique conditions of violence they face, and the brand of
feminism that silences and denigrates them. These materials aim to provide resources for understanding the toxic,
violent nature of white supremacist feminism as embodied by Eve Ensler and VDay, and for supporting the work
of marginalized grassroots women silenced, harmed, and exploited by it. Also included are materials that seek to
provide basic, general knowledge on the grassroots work of Indigenous women and some of the unique issues
they face that are ignored by white supremacist mainstream feminism.
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Annual Vancouver, British Columbia Women’s Memorial Marches. Since 1991, Indigenous women and men in
Vancouver, British Columbia’s downtown east side have come together to mourn and honor the lives of those taken
from their communities by violence with public presence, sharing of stories, and ceremony. Sisters In Spirit vigils
are organized annually to call attention to the actively hidden epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous
women. Indigenous communities join annually across Canada for these events.
Open Letter to Eve Ensler, by Lauren Chief Elk. The Save Wiyabi co-founder explains her encounter with Eve Ensler
and outlines some of her grievances from it.
One Billion Rising, Eve Ensler, and the Contradictions of Carceral Feminism, by Mariame Kaba. Kaba outlines the
disconnect between OBR and Ensler making claims of dismantling violence against women while they
simultaneously push “solutions” that depend on invoking the state. As the state is more likely to be an added force
of violence against especially women of color, this agenda is more than misguided; when adopted into policy, these
“solutions” end up promoting and supporting further harm.
Beyond Eve Ensler: What Should Organizing Against Gender Violence Look Like? by Andrea Smith. Smith interrogates
the potential for moving organizing forward in a way that mitigates and dismantles the harms of state involvement
and corporate-style organizing structures.
Black Bodies, Black Holes: Eve Ensler’s Messianic Fantasies, by Arianna Marie Coleman. (Trigger warning.) This piece
explores the chapter of Eve Ensler’s book In The Body Of The World titled “Congo Stigmata.” Coleman outlines its
racist, dehumanizing foundation, the entitlement Enlsler demonstrates toward Black women’s bodies, and the
violence against Black women therein.
Anti-Blackness is a Theory. Scholarly works, online teach-ins, and other resources created and curated by I'Nasah
Crockett. This tumblr discusses manifestations and effects of anti-Blackness including but not limited to legacies of
slavery, unique violence against Black women and girls, and denial of Indigeneity to Black peoples.
The Bad Dominicana. This tumblr created by author and New Inquiry columnist Zahira Kelly presents AfroIndigenous/Afro-Latina perspectives on colonial violence, abuse dynamics, and transformative justice.
Blackfoxx. This tumblr created and curated by transgender Afro-Indigenous author Shaadi Devereaux discusses
issues of gender violence and decolonizing gender.
CSKT Circle of Trust. This Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes initiative focuses on intergenerational trauma
and healing. Their areas of prevention work include suicide, interpersonal abuse, and drug abuse
Save Wiyabi Project #HowWeDisappear Online Teach-In and Twitter Chat. This 2/14 event interrogates ways
Indigenous women are made missing in life as well as in death. Erasure of Indigenous women from their locations,
lives, work, and contributions by media,
academia, and organizations is interrogated,
in addition to the erasure of violence against
their bodies from public discourse.
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UNIQUE ISSUES FACED BY INDIGENOUS WOMEN
Colonization, the forcible imposition of the American state and Euro-Western cultures, is an ongoing process. It
has introduced and maintained a number of specific forms of violence against Native women by virtue of their
being Native. These include and extend beyond following examples of physical, state, and environmental violence.

PHYSICAL VIOLENCE, SEXUAL VIOLENCE, AND STATE VIOLENCE




Historically, rape, murder, and mutilation of Indigenous women were actively used as military tactics to
achieve submission of Native peoples during the settlement of the United States, and violence against
Native women continues to be a cornerstone of the state’s functions. Sexual attacks against Native
women were not viewed by their perpetrators as rape because the target must be human for that qualifier
to apply. This concept persists today, and they are almost three times more likely to be raped in their
lifetime than white women. Amnesty International finds 86% of those perpetrators are non-Native,
especially white men.
Tribes currently lack full authority to prosecute any crimes by non-Natives. Native women are especially
targeted because rapists and batterers are aware of the lack of consequences. Although the VAWA
reauthorization of 2013 restored very limited jurisdiction, most crimes committed on tribal lands are still
considered under the jurisdiction of the FBI, who almost never bother to prosecute crimes against Native
women. This supports and enables violence against them. The FBI has consistently shown greater
investment in prosecuting Native women than protecting them.

FORCIBLE REMOVAL FROM COMMUNITIES


Federal jurisdiction makes Native women vulnerable to draconian prosecution and prison terms for even
the most benign of legal violations. It makes shoplifting a pack of gum into a federal crime. Despite
debilitating effects of severe trauma, Dana Deegan is serving a 10 year sentence over the same crime for
which a non-Native woman received six months’ probation. Incarceration of Native women is a form of
forcible removal from their families, children, and communities, state violence affecting both individuals
and communities.
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Disproportionate incarceration of Native women also contributes to theft of children from their
communities, as states often take custody when mothers go to jail. Forcible removal of children is another
tactic of colonization, with historical roots in boarding schools and current manifestations in adoption and
foster care. A discourse of Native people as inherently incompetent parents persists from boarding school
days. Native parenting is increasingly criminalized, poverty is criminally defined as neglect, and states
receive funding for each taken Native child. Like with boarding schools, this form of child trafficking
removes Native children from their parents with brutal casualness. They are overwhelmingly sent to nonNative custody, where they face not just isolation from their cultures and forced assimilation, but shocking
rates of physical and sexual abuse. The Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) was developed in response to the
Indian Adoption Act, a law which encouraged the removal of Indian children specifically into white homes.
ICWA is still broadly misunderstood and delegitimized in courts, and violated on a systematic scale.

POLICE VIOLENCE


Part of the state violence imposed on Native women is that which comes at the hands of police officers.
Amnesty International reports that in the US, Native women overwhelmingly describe feeling unable to
trust police when they need help, because police almost ubiquitously re-traumatize them, specifically with
racist and sexist violence. The recent Human Rights Watch report “Those Who Take Us Away,” based on
research conducted in Canada, indicates astonishing rates of sexual assault and beatings committed by
police against Indigenous women. Police as a source of violence creates a double-bind for Indigenous
women in both the US and Canada, as they face not only that violence itself, but the fact that it means
they have no formal outlets of support when violence is committed against them.
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ENVIRONMENTAL VIOLENCE


Environmental racism is also uniquely tied to violence against Indigenous women. The acquisition of the
land on which the United States now stands, and the resources in which it is economically invested, was
based on rape and murder of Indigenous women as a means of conquest and removal. Resource
extraction continues to be a source of violence against Indigenous women, both environmentally and
physically. There is a direct, demonstrable link between the presence of resource extraction crews and
sexual attacks on Native women. Oil lobbies spent vast sums fighting restoration of some jurisdiction to
tribes through VAWA’s tribal provisions because accountability for attacking Native women interferes
with their operations when the attackers are their employees.



Additionally, poisons left behind by resource extraction disproportionately impact Native women. High
rates of serious illnesses, premature death, and infant mortality faced by Native women are linked to the
poisoning of their environments. Most of the prime oil, natural gas, and uranium deposits within the
boundaries of the United States are under or near tribal lands, making these also some of its most toxic
places. Under colonial ideology Indigenous lands, like the peoples, have always been considered vacant
and in need of development. This continues to justify harmful polluting activities such as resource
extraction, waste dumping, and nuclear testing in those areas.
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